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QUESTION 1

One of the backend systems involved by the API implementation enforces rate limits on the number of request a particle
client can make. 

Both the back-end system and API implementation are deployed to several non-production environments including the
staging environment and to a particular production environment. Rate limiting of the back-end system applies to all non-
production environments. 

The production environment however does not have any rate limiting. 

What is the cost-effective approach to conduct performance test of the API implementation in the non-production
staging environment? 

A. Including logic within the API implementation that bypasses in locations of the back-end system in the staging
environment and invoke a Mocking service that replicates typical back-end system responses Then conduct
performance test using this API implementation 

B. Use MUnit to simulate standard responses from the back-end system. Then conduct performance test to identify
other bottlenecks in the system 

C. Create a Mocking service that replicates the back-end system\\'s production performance characteristics Then
configure the API implementation to use the mocking service and conduct the performance test 

D. Conduct scaled-down performance tests in the staging environment against rate-limiting back-end system. Then
upscale performance results to full production scale 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A new upstream API Is being designed to offer an SLA of 500 ms median and 800 ms maximum (99th percentile)
response time. The corresponding API implementation needs to sequentially invoke 3 downstream APIs of very similar
complexity. The first of these downstream APIs offers the following SLA for its response time: median: 100 ms, 80th
percentile: 500 ms, 95th percentile: 1000 ms. If possible, how can a timeout be set in the upstream API for the
invocation of the first downstream API to meet the new upstream API\\'s desired SLA? 

A. Set a timeout of 100 ms; that leaves 400 ms for the other two downstream APIs to complete 

B. Do not set a timeout; the Invocation of this API Is mandatory and so we must wait until it responds 

C. Set a timeout of 50 ms; this times out more invocations of that API but gives additional room for retries 

D. No timeout is possible to meet the upstream API\\'s desired SLA; a different SLA must be negotiated with the first
downstream API or invoke an alternative API 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Before we answer this question , we need to understand what median (50th percentile) and 80th percentile
means. If the 50th percentile (median) of a response time is 500ms that means that 50% of my transactions are either
as fast or faster than 500ms. If the 90th percentile of the same transaction is at 1000ms it means that 90% are as fast or
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faster and only 10% are slower. Now as per upstream SLA , 99th percentile is 800 ms which means 99% of the
incoming requests should have response time less than or equal to 800 ms. But as per one of the backend API , their
95th percentile is 1000 ms which means that backend API will take 1000 ms or less than that for 95% of. requests. As
there are three API invocation from upstream API , we can not conclude a timeout that can be set to meet the desired
SLA as backend SLA\\'s do not support it. Let see why other answers are not correct. 1) Do not set a timeout --> This
can potentially violate SLA\\'s of upstream API 

2) Set a timeout of 100 ms; ---> This will not work as backend API has 100 ms as median meaning only 50% requests
will be answered in this time and we will get timeout for 50% of the requests. Important thing to note here is, All APIs
need 

to be executed sequentially, so if you get timeout in first API, there is no use of going to second and third API. As a
service provider you wouldn\\'t want to keep 50% of your consumers dissatisfied. So not the best option to go with. 

*To quote an example: Let\\'s assume you have built an API to update customer contact details. 

-First API is fetching customer number based on login credentials 

-Second API is fetching Info in 1 table and returning unique key 

-Third API, using unique key provided in second API as primary key, updating remaining details 

* Now consider, if API times out in first API and can\\'t fetch customer number, in this case, it\\'s useless to call API 2
and 3 and that is why question mentions specifically that all APIs need to be executed sequentially. 3) Set a timeout of
50 ms --> Again not possible due to the same reason as above Hence correct answer is No timeout is possible to meet
the upstream API\\'s desired SLA; a different SLA must be negotiated with the first downstream API or invoke an
alternative API 

 

QUESTION 3

A manufacturing company is planning to deploy Mule applications to its own Azure Kubernetes Service infrastructure. 

The organization wants to make the Mule applications more available and robust by deploying each Mule application to
an isolated Mule runtime in a Docker container while managing all the Mule applications from the MuleSoft-hosted
control plane. 

What is the most idiomatic (used for its intended purpose) choice of runtime plane to meet these organizational
requirements? 

A. Anypoint Platform Private Cloud Edition 

B. Anypoint Runtime Fabric 

C. CloudHub 

D. Anypoint Service Mesh 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://blogs.mulesoft.com/dev-guides/how-to-tutorials/anypoint-runtime-fabric/ 

 

QUESTION 4
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Mule application A receives a request Anypoint MQ message REQU with a payload containing a variable-length list of
request objects. Application A uses the For Each scope to split the list into individual objects and sends each object as a
message to an Anypoint MQ queue. 

Service S listens on that queue, processes each message independently of all other messages, and sends a response
message to a response queue. 

Application A listens on that response queue and must in turn create and publish a response Anypoint MQ message
RESP with a payload containing the list of responses sent by service S in the same order as the request objects
originally sent in REQU. 

Assume successful response messages are returned by service S for all request messages. 

What is required so that application A can ensure that the length and order of the list of objects in RESP and REQU
match, while at the same time maximizing message throughput? 

A. Use a Scatter-Gather within the For Each scope to ensure response message order Configure the Scatter-Gather
with a persistent object store 

B. Perform all communication involving service S synchronously from within the For Each scope, so objects in RESP
are in the exact same order as request objects in REQU 

C. Use an Async scope within the For Each scope and collect response messages in a second For Each scope in the
order In which they arrive, then send RESP using this list of responses 

D. Keep track of the list length and all object indices in REQU, both in the For Each scope and in all communication
involving service Use persistent storage when creating RESP 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Correct answer is Perform all communication involving service S synchronously from within the For Each
scope, so objects in RESP are in the exact same order as request objects in REQU : Using Anypoint MQ, you can
create two types of queues: Standard queue These queues don\\'t guarantee a specific message order. Standard
queues are the best fit for applications in which messages must be delivered quickly. FIFO (first in, first out) queue
These queues ensure that your messages arrive in order. FIFO queues are the best fit for applications requiring strict
message ordering and exactly-once delivery, but in which message delivery speed is of less importance Use of FIFO
queue is no where in the option and also it decreased throughput. Similarly persistent object store is not the preferred
solution approach when you maximizing message throughput. This rules out one of the options. Scatter Gather does not
support ObjectStore. This rules out one of the options. Standard Anypoint MQ queues don\\'t guarantee a specific
message order hence using another for each block to collect response wont work as requirement here is to ensure the
order. Hence considering all the above factors the feasible approach is Perform all communication involving service S
synchronously from within the For Each scope, so objects in RESP are in the exact same order as request objects in
REQU 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is modernizing its legal systems lo accelerate access lo applications and data while supporting the adoption
of new technologies. The key to achieving this business goal is unlocking the companies\\' key systems and dala
including microservices miming under Docker and kubernetes containers using apis. 

Considering the current aggressive backlog and project delivery requirements the company wants to take a strategic
approach in the first phase of its transformation projects by quickly deploying API\\'s in mule runtime that are able lo
scale, connect to on premises systems and migrate as needed. 

Which runtime deployment option supports company\\'s goals? 
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A. Customer hosted self provisioned runtimes 

B. Cloudhub runtimes 

C. Runtime fabric on self managed Kubernetes 

D. Runtime fabric on Vmware metal 

Correct Answer: C 
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